USS Paula Greene, NCC-71204
Rendezvous in the Dark
From Within The Darkness: Part Three

The Paula Green arrived at the Marée Noir Nebula and entered it in the attempt to reach the Discovery.  However, shortly after entering the nebula, the ship encountered several quantum sphere's, or 'gaps' in the fabric of space damaging a few systems and causing the death of a crewmen.

Commander Jarvel ordered the exit of the Paula Greene from the nebula and chose to have three shuttles begin a grid search in an attempt to locate and reach the Discovery. The ship lost the shuttles on sensors after they entered the nebula. Communication is possible, though extremely weak.

After an hour's search the shuttles safely locate and reach the Discovery. They found the Discovery dark and drifting close to a quantum sphere. They have stabilized its position and now must investigate what happened to the Discovery, find and render medical care to survivors, and ascertain what happened from them prior to the star collapsing.

Host Xen says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

MO Angel says:
:: On the bridge, pacing, unhappy with the fact they can not lock onto the team and can barely hear them. ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Looks over at the CSO ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Yawns as he waits for the turbolift to come to a stop ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Exits the shuttle with his EVA suit and begins scanning ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Stepping out the hatch of his shuttle on the hangar deck of the Discovery ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Pulls out her tricorder and begins scanning the bay.  Slowly she walks
around ::

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Piloting his personal shuttle like a fighter, on manual ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Taps his combadge ::   COM: Paula Greene: This is Commander Jarvel to the Paula Greene, respond please.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Follows along ::   CSO:  I think we are going to need to work on your communications skills, or lack there of.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Steps out of the hatch of the shuttle onto the hanger deck of the Discovery...phaser in one hand looking around ::

TO Zria says:
#:: Sitting quietly wondering what it will be like working with this unusual
Vulcan ::

MO Angel says:
COMM: CO:  Captain, this is the Paula Greene.

CEO Burke says:
:: The lift stops and Kieran walks onto the bridge.  Looking around he notices a distinct lack of senior staff.  He wonders if he slept a lot longer than he thought. ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Nods ::   CMO: I apologize...and I agree Doctor

CTO Turnbull says:
#TO: We are on final approach, Lieutenant.  Hail the Paula Greene.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: She walks towards one of the doors intending to scan the other side making sure there were no immediate surprises ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@COM: Paula Greene: Be advised we have boarded the Discovery and continuing the search for survivors. Jarvel out.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Seeing the others angels her way towards them, her medical scanner activated. ::

MO Angel says:
@COMM: CO:  Acknowledged.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Walks over towards Flight OPS in the shuttle bay ::

MO Angel says:
:: Looks over at the CEO ::   CEO:  Nice of you to join us chief.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Opens an external hatch on his shuttle and removes phaser’s and palm beacons, activates one palm beacon and shines it around the inside of the shuttlebay ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@ All: I cannot detect any signs of power on the Discovery... it is a derelict

CEO Burke says:
:: Walks towards the MO who strangely enough seems to have the bridge ::
MO: What's going on?

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CSO: Could quantum spheres still be penetrating the ship?

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Stops and looks into the office area shining her palm beacon around ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Opens the door and peaks her head out.  Sees nothing all is clear. ::
CO:  Sir, the immediate vicinity is clear at the moment.

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  The CMO's tricorder is picking up 3 faint life signs...

TO Zria says:
#:: Looks over at the CTO and nods as she opens a channel ::   COM: Paula Greene: Shuttle Tan'Bo to the USS Paula Greene, please respond. 

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Flips open a tricorder and scans for lifesigns ::   All: Is anyone detecting any lifesigns?

MO Angel says:
:: Nods to the screen ::   CEO:  The ship is unable to go through into the nebula.  So three groups took off.  Were you able to repair the damage and get the Ensign from the deck plating?

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Shakes head ::   CO: For the moment Captain...there are none.

CMO Biishe says:
:: Frowns ::   CO:  I am picking up three life forms.

CEO Burke says:
:: Scratches his head ::   MO: I'm not sure if I did or not?   :: Heads back to the engineering console to get a status update ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Glances to the Romulan ::   CSO: But they could penetrate the hull at any moment, correct?

CMO Biishe says:
@CO:  They would appear to be coming from the bridge of the ship, if I am reading this correctly.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CMO: Three? FCO: What was the crew compliment of the Discovery?

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Steps back into the bay, continues with her scans ::

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Taps the controls and the ship does a steep roll and pitches toward the Paula Greene ::   TO:  Any response?

MO Angel says:
:: Looks at the CEO ::   CEO:  Chief, are you alright?

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Frowns ::   CO: They move slowly and are distanced apart, but YES Captain...they could.

TO Zria says:
#CTO: No, Commander, nothing yet.   :: Repeats the hail ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Sees the damages and whistles, but notes that teams are working on it ::
MO: Um, sure, I'm doing dandy.

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Slows the ship for final approach ::   TO:  Hmmm.  Do you think there's anyone home?

MO Angel says:
@CEO:  You seem...a bit out of it.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Seeing nothing turns hearing the CO ::   CO: Unsure what her compliment was but a ship of this size would normally have a crew compliment of 800 plus.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Nods ::   All: Very well... Mister tr'Raedheol and Commander Panthera will proceed to Engineering and attempt to restore power. The rest of us will locate the survivors and attempt to bring them back to this location. Everyone keep scanning for more quantum spheres. I don't want to lose anyone while we are here.

CEO Burke says:
:: Turns and smiles ::   MO: Just shaking the sleep out of me head, nothing a cup of java won't cure.

MO Angel says:
:: Notices a flashing light ::   CEO:  Looks like we have guests, can you please get that.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS/CMO: Lead the way to the nearest survivor.   :: Points his palm beacon towards the shuttlebay doors ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Nods and bites back a low growl ::   CSO: Let's go then.   :: Starts for the door ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
:: Wonders how one would get power to the Discovery as he is a Science Officer not an Engineer ::   CO: Aye Captain

CTO Turnbull says:
#TO:  Her auto-responder beacon is activated...they must have a situation they're taking care of.

TO Zria says:
#CTO: Possibly interference from the nebula?

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Nods and walks in the direction her tricorder is leading her. ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Nods and turns in the direction indicated, catches up with the CMO. ::

CEO Burke says:
MO: Sure thing.   :: Hits a key ::   COM: Tan'Bo:  Hiya, this is the Paula Greene, Kieran Burke at your service.  Anything I can do for you?

CMO Biishe says:
:: Smiles at the counselor ::

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Shrugs ::   TO: Possibly.  Ah, here we are.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
FCO: Commander...a moment...perhaps we have all the power we need...right here...   :: Points to the shuttles ::   I believe the Earth expression is a "Jump Start" ?

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  There are a few bodies in the hallway...

FCO Panthera says:
@:: After squeezing through a partially open door begins carefully making her way towards where engineering should be ::   CSO: Not if the engines are damaged which is what I want to check on.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Makes her way toward the bridge, scanning the bodies as they pass them, looking for any alive. ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Moves slowly along the hallway, checking the bodies along the way. ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Nods ::   FCO: You are of course correct   :: Follows ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Continues along behind Biishe and Lorehani shining his palm beacon to illuminate the path ::

TO Zria says:
#COM: Paula Greene: Chief Tactical Officer Turnbull and Tactical Officer Zria requesting clearance to land, Lt. Burke.

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Feels the auto-tractor take the shuttle to bring it in automatically and takes the manual control offline and switches to automatic ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS/CMO: Can we ascertain the condition of the survivors?

MO Angel says:
:: Looks at the CEO and nods her head ::   CEO:  Give them clearance and then meet them please.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Continues shining the palm beacon back and forth to help see in the dark ship...finds a jefferies tube that should lead to engineering and opens it ::
CSO: I hope you don't have a fear of small, dark, cramped spaces.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Draws his phaser and follows ::   CSO: I do not.

CEO Burke says:
:: Checks the crew manifest and finds their names ::   COM: Tan'Bo: Ah, I see we have your rooms ready.  Please move into the main shuttle bay and the bellboy will help you with your bags.  Enjoy your stay at the Paula Greene.   :: Closes the channel and signals the shuttlebay to welcome the Tan'Bo ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Enters the jefferies tube and starts making her way down towards engineering ::

TO Zria says:
#:: Looks over at the CTO ::   CTO: It appears we now have clearance.   :: Smiles at Burkes response ::

CTO Turnbull says:
#:: Mouthed ::   TO: Bellboy?   :: Raises eyebrows::

MO Angel says:
CEO:  The Bell boy?

CMO Biishe says:
@CO:  They appear to have died of asphyxiation.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Closes her eyes and utters a prayer for these people did not die peacefully. ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Nods at the MO ::   MO: Sure thing.   :: Heads for the turbolift and reminds himself to stay off the bridge.  Every time he comes up there he ends up doing non-engineering work ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Continues to follow the FCO ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Stops at another hatch ::   CSO: If this ship is laid out normally this should be engineering.   :: Starts working with the handle to open the hatch ::

CTO Turnbull says:
:: As the shuttle makes contact with the deck of the Paula Greene, begins rapid power-down sequence ::   TO:  We're Heeee-eeere....

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS/CMO: Hmm...perhaps this section was exposed to vacuum when a quantum sphere struck it.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@ FCO: I agree.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Finding no life, locates the nearest access way and opens it up to begin the search up. ::

TO Zria says:
:: Smirks ::   CTO: To each his own, I guess.   :: Giggles at Turnbull's
expression ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Gets the hatch open and climbs into another room shining the beacon
around ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Arrives at the shuttle bay a few moments later and walks over to the shuttle's door ::

CMO Biishe says:
@CO:  That would not explain all the other missing life forms.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Looks around Main Engineering and steps over to the main status display ::

MO Angel says:
:: Checks around the various consoles and the crew working quietly to see if she had missed anything else. ::

TO Zria says:
:: Stands and stretches ::   CTO: Yes, and it feels good to be back on a larger ship.  No offense intended, but I was beginning to feel a little cramped here.

CNS Lorehani says:
@CMO:  They could have been lost in the quantum fissures...

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Walks around trying to access the damage done to Main Engineering ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CMO/CNS: Our three survivors...are we certain they are members of the crew? Do any of their life signs have an unusual nature?

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Finishes the power-down ::   TO:  We are secure to disembark.   :: Picks up a PADD with his orders on it and opens the hatch ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Climbs slowly and awkwardly up. ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Waits for the new crew members to disembark, hopes they aren't expecting a mint on the pillow tonight ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@CO:  Nothing is for certain.  I've noticed nothing unusual at the moment.

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Well I don't see any damage but something sure shut the engines down.

CMO Biishe says:
@CO:  Unknown at the moment.  I don't have a manifest for the ship and even if we did, unless they are alien to those of federation ships...   :: Continues to
climb. ::

TO Zria says:
:: Picks up the few things she brought with her and starts toward the hatch :: CTO: Thank you, Commander.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@FCO: Is a restart possible?

CTO Turnbull says:
CEO:  Greetings, Lieutenant.  Commander Turnbull and Lt. Zria reporting aboard the USS Paula Greene.  I request permission to come aboard.

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Not sure...   :: Starts looking over things ::   It's like something sucked the energy out of her.

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  The CMO's tricorder indicates the life signs are growing weaker...

TO Zria says:
:: Nods in agreement with the CTO as she exits the shuttle and looks around the bay ::

CEO Burke says:
CTO: Sure, come on in.   :: Smiles and offers his hand ::   Nice to meet you.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Seeing her medical recorder blinking ::   CO:  Damn...the life signs are fading.   :: Begins to climb faster. ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CMO/CNS: Then we should move faster...

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Takes the offered hand and shakes it firmly ::   CEO:  Thanks.  I suppose we need to report to the Captain now.  Lead on, Lieutenant.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Her breathing increases and her muscles start to ache at the long climb. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Let's start with thrusters and see if we can get them back online.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: One hand/foot at a time she continues to climb ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@ FCO: Agreed...let's proceed.

TO Zria says:
:: Smiles at the laid back attitude of Lt. Burke ::   CEO: Greetings Lieutenant.

CEO Burke says:
CTO: Most of the senior staff is currently involved in an away mission.  So you are gonna have to wait a bit.   :: Offers his hand to the TO in turn ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Opens the front panel of thruster controls and starts checking over the relays with a tricorder ::

Host Xen says:
ACTION:  After a few minutes of harried climbing the CO, CNS, and CMO make it to the bridge

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Has no trouble keeping up the pace thanks to his Vulcan physiology ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Comes to the last opening and pushes the door open onto the bridge. ::

CTO Turnbull says:
CEO:  Indeed?  Who is in command?  We should at least sign in with Operations.  :: Waits for the CEO to lead on ::   Wherever we can be of service is fine.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Taps combadge ::   *CO*: Panthera to the captain.

TO Zria says:
:: Shakes the CEO's hand as she continues to look around ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Climbing out she locates the 3 life forms ::   CNS/CO:  Human, Trill and J'naii.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*FCO*: Jarvel here...

CTO Turnbull says:
Self:  Bigger than the New Orleans class by a fair bit

CEO Burke says:
CTO:  I checked you in already, why bother with formalities.  However, we might as well head to the bridge unless you would like to see your quarters.  I guess I'm playing tour guide.   :: Looks to see where the TO is looking to go ::

FCO Panthera says:
@*CO*: Sir we are going to try and get some life back into the engines but right now I don't know how well that will work it looks like something has drained the energy.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Climbs out onto the bridge. ::   CMO: So I see.   :: Moves over to the nearest body ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*FCO*: Understood. Proceed.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Frowns as he taps the consoles ::   FCO: We would need a portable generator....or power from the shuttles I believe to begin a startup sequence.

Host Dr Barron says:
ACTION:  The survivors are in environmental suits

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Plays his palm beacon around the bridge ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Calms her breathing she notes the survivors are lacking air. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@*CO*: Aye sir, Panthera out.

CMO Biishe says:
@CO:  Permission to beam these three back to the shuttle.  They are running out of air.

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Check over in the supply room there should be portable generators in there. If not see if you can find the main supply room and check there.

CTO Turnbull says:
CEO:  The bridge is fine, Lieutenant.   TO:  Time to go to work, Zria.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CMO: You are breathing fine, Doctor...I am breathing fine...why don't we just take there helmets off?

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Reaches into her pack and pulls out a trioxide compound and administers
it. ::

TO Zria says:
:: Turns her attention back to the two men ::   CTO: Aye, Sir.  

CEO Burke says:
:: Nods and starts to lead the way to the bridge ::   CTO:  Your first time on a Galaxy class?   :: Winks at the TO ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Nods ::   FCO: Of course…there should be a few in Engineering here somewhere.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Nods absently pulling and checking the relays one by one tossing some aside that seem burnt out ::   CSO: While you are in there see if you can find any of these power relays as well.

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Follows the CEO to a turbolift ::   CEO:  No, I was on the Vesuvius just a month ago.  But I've never taken the time to...appreciate it.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@ FCO: Acknowledged Commander.

CEO Burke says:
:: The turbolift doors open and he waits for the newbies to get on ::   CTO: She's a good ship.  I'm sure you'll be happy here.  Of course, the bigger the ship the more to break, so I'm always busy.  But I wouldn't have it any other way.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Suddenly realizes he's wearing an environmental suit ::
CMO: Perhaps removing the helmets would be a poor choice. Remotely access the transporter aboard the shuttles. Beam yourself and the survivors back there.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Grumbles under her breath about this mess ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Looks at the captain and nods ::

TO Zria says:
:: Follows the two and nods in response to the wink ::   CEO: It certainly appears to be a place that will be easy to learn to call home.  I enjoyed my time on the Vesuvius and felt quite at ease there.  I'm sure it will be the same here in time.

CTO Turnbull says:
CEO:  I'm with you on that.  I'd like an inventory of all the torpedoes onboard when you get a spare moment, if you could.  Just to get up to speed, of course.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Activates the remote system for emergency beam outs, laying a hand on the survivor closest to her. ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Moves away from the bodies so she is not caught in the transport ::

CEO Burke says:
CTO: I'm sure the officer currently at Tactical will be able to help you with that.   :: Wonders why everyone always wants him to do stuff that isn't his job ::

Host Dr Barron says:
ACTION:  The remote transporter on the shuttle beams the CMO and one of the the survivors to the shuttle

CMO Biishe says:
@:: As she arrives on the shuttle, she locks onto the other two survivors and has them beamed to the shuttle. ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Frowns and wonders if it is possible to restart the beast ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS: Counselor, should Commander Panthera's team not locate a way to restore power we will need to manually arm the self-destruct mechanism.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Decreasing the shuttles air supply, she then removes the helmets of the survivors. ::

TO Zria says:
:: Notices the CEO's expression ::   CTO: I take it that will be my first assignment, Commander?

CEO Burke says:
:: When they are all aboard he sets the turbolift off to the bridge ::

Host Dr Barron says:
ACTION:  The survivors remain unconscious...

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Steps out onto the bridge and walks toward the main TAC station to log in ::  TO:  Sure, why not?

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Moves to an area directly abaft of the Captain's chair and begins to remove the panel which covers the manual self-destruct ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Nods ::   CO:  We should tow the ship outside the nebula though.  We don't know what an explosion would do especially with temporal fissures.  We can do more damage then good.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@FCO: Commander...the generators are not functional.

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Slowly increases the air pressure along with the oxygen level, keeping her suit on and at the correct level for her ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Utters a low growl ::   CSO: Why doesn't that surprise me?   :: Stands up and looks around ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Walks out on to the bridge behind the newbies ::   MO: Permit me to introduce our new Tactical Department, Commander Turnbull and Lieutenant Zria.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS: Whether or not that will be possible remains to be seen.

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Nods to the MO on the bridge ::   MO:  A pleasure, Doctor.

TO Zria says:
:: Shrugs as she walks off the turbolift behind the CTO ::   MO: Nice to meet you, Doctor.

MO Angel says:
:: Turns as the turbolift doors open and nods ::   CTO/TO:  Greetings.  And welcome aboard.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Moves over to the engineering station and pulls off the panel.  Insides she begins to pull out chips seeing...reaches inside. ::   CO:  I hope it is, an explosion could increase one of those fissures to engulf the area...I'm not an expert in this area but something to consider.

MO Angel says:
CEO:  Thanks for bringing them up chief.

CEO Burke says:
:: Having finished his escort job ::   ALL: I'm be in main engineering if anyone needs me.  :: Quickly escapes back onto the turbolift ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@ FCO: The main batteries are quite dead as well.

MO Angel says:
CTO/TO:  If you don't mind, under the circumstances, I would appreciate it if you could jump in.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Grumbles because she didn't really pay attention to her engineering
courses. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Taps combadge ::   *CO*: Sir we have no portable generators to kick start these engines I think it is a hopeless cause at this point.

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Logs in at the terminal and quickly changes his generic pass codes to something original ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Sets the timing circuits on the manual self-destruct for two hours :: CNS: Two hours will give us plenty of time to tow the ship beyond the nebula.   :: Rises and heads towards the Captain's Ready Room ::

MO Angel says:
CTO/TO:  We are in contact with the away team which went in as three shuttles, communication is not at its best.  We are unable to get a lock at the moment.  CTO:  If you could somehow manage to get one on them, I know I would be less worried.

CEO Burke says:
:: Leans against the wall of the turbolift as it quickly rides through the ship to his haven in main engineering ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@CO:  We should pull out as much of the computer core as we can also.  The information we are looking for should be there.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*FCO*: Very well. Recover the ship's emergency log buoy and return to the shuttlebay.

TO Zria says:
MO: Of course   :: Moves to a duty station and accesses it ::

FCO Panthera says:
@*CO*: Aye sir, what are we going to do about the Discovery?

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Nods ::   FCO: I shall do it Commander…   :: Heads out ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Watches the three carefully so that nitrogen bubbles do not form inside their blood. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Can you...   :: Shakes head ::   Thanks.

CTO Turnbull says:
MO:  I shall attempt it, Doctor.   :: Begins to write an algorithm to adjust for the nebula interference ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Replaces the hatch and stands up. ::

MO Angel says:
CTO:  Thank you.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*FCO*: Let me worry about that, Commander.   :: Forces the Ready Room doors open ::

CEO Burke says:
:: The turbolift stops and he saunters into main engineering seeing what his staff is working on.  They are busily repairing all the damage the Paula Greene suffered.  He nods his approval and moves to the main status display. ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Attempts to remember where to  locate the log buoy ::

TO Zria says:
:: Begins monitoring the readings from the nebula and accesses information from tactical ::

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Taps keys with rapidity and acuity ::   ALL:  Attempting to lock on to the away team...

FCO Panthera says:
@*CO*: Acknowledged sir I just wasn't sure if we were going to try and tow her out.

MO Angel says:
TO:  If you could find a way to track the quantum spheres we have to deal with, that might help if there is a sudden emergency.  I am not even sure it is possible...but we can try.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Remembers and proceeds to the section ::

FCO Panthera says:
@*CSO*: Have you found the log buoy yet?

Host CO Jarvel says:
:: Moves behind the Captain's chair and sits at Morgan's desk, quickly disassembles his phaser removing the power cell and shoving it into the input slot of the computer terminal...begins to download the Captain's logs ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Finds a job on the board that no one is working on and checks it out to himself.  A little time in the tubes is just what he needs.  Grabbing his tool kit, he makes his way up the ladder into the maze of tubes that only an Engineer can love ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: As she brings them up to normal levels, she begins to alter the air mixture, giving more of a balanced mix to their system. ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Arrives in the area ::   *FCO*: I have Commander...attempting to download information.   :: Powers it with the power cell from his phaser ::

TO Zria says:
:: Nods as she attempts to decipher a pattern to the movement of the quantum spheres ::   MO: Yes, Doctor.

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Mutters ::   Self: Well, THAT worked...   ALL:  Nebula interference is difficult to filter out.  Attempting a synchronization with the Heisenberg compensators...

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Frowns as her patients do not stir.  Scans one and then the other, finding nothing wrong with them. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Heads over to a console and takes the power cell from her phaser attempting to use it to get the engineering logs for the ship ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Finding his way easily, he comes to the junction he is looking for and sets himself down ::

TO Zria says:
:: Continues to attempt to trace patterns of the quantum spheres ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Completes the download and removes the now spent power cell, rises from the desk and heads back out onto the bridge ::   CNS: I have recovered the Captain's logs.

CMO Biishe says:
@*CO*:  Sir, I am unable to revive the three.  All readings indicate they should be awake, and yet they are not.  I will have to check them out on the ship.  It would appear there is something more going on here.

CNS Lorehani says:
@CO:  Aye Sir.  Anything else you want from the bridge?

Host Dr Barron says:
ACTION:  The FCO is about to access engineering logs for the ship and begins the download

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Smiles as it begins working ::   *CO*: Sir I am accessing the engineering logs now and downloading them for later evaluation.

MO Angel says:
*CEO*:  You said your staff was onto the Ensigns removal.  Did they finish yet?  And for that matter, how did they accomplish it?

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Begins to be energized by the challenge and keeps rewriting programming ::  TO:  Access the main deflector dish.  If I can use it to boost the gain on the transporter signal I might be able to cut through the interference.

CEO Burke says:
:: Working on the repair almost in automatic, Kieran's mind is allowed to wander a bit ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*CMO*: Doctor, do you have any reason to believe the safety of the Paula Greene's crew would be compromised by their presence aboard?

CEO Burke says:
:: Sighs at the intrusion ::   *MO*:  I'll be happy to let you know all of that when they report they have finished.  Burke out.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@CNS: No Counselor, we will proceed back to the shuttlebay.
*FCO*: Very well, once your download is complete return to the shuttlebay.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Arrives back in Main Engineering and looks to Panthera ::   FCO: Complete Commander

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Watches as the download completes and pulls the spent energy cell dropping it into her bag ::   *CO*: I have the engineering logs and am on my way back to the shuttle bay.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Nods and moves to the jefferies tube that they came in and climbs in waiting for the CO. ::

CMO Biishe says:
@*CO*:  At this point, I can't guarantee that.  I would suggest a level one containment field as well as a quarantine.  Our environmental suits should have been enough for us, but we should probably be checked over as well once back.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Hears her and heads with her to the shuttlebay ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: Good let's get back to the shuttle bay.   :: Enters the jefferies tube and starts the climb up to the shuttle bay where they entered ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@*CMO*: Very well, we are returning to your location.   :: Follows the Counselor ::

CTO Turnbull says:
:: Ties in the main deflector boosters to up the gain of the transporter signal capture points on the outer hull ::   ALL:  Attempting to lock on again...

MO Angel says:
:: Wonders why the chief would be happy about that...perhaps he should speak to the counselor. ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Begins the descent downwards ::

Host Dr Barron says:
ACTION:  The CTO is unable to successfully lock onto the Away Team...

Host CO Jarvel says:
@COM: Paula Greene: Paula Greene, this is Commander Jarvel. We have recovered the Captain and Chief Engineer's logs and are returning to the shuttlebay. We have found three survivors who remain unconscious. Prepare a quarantine area and advise sickbay we will be returning shortly.

CTO Turnbull says:
TO:  Any luck charting the course of the anomalies in the nebula?

CMO Biishe says:
@:: With care, buckles all three members into seats, and then activates a force field around them. ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CSO: You keeping up back there?

MO Angel says:
COMM:CO:  Acknowledged sir.  Does the doctor know what is wrong with them?

TO Zria says:
:: Completes access to the deflector dish and attempts to boost the power to it ::  CTO: Deflector is ready.  No, Sir, it is a dark nebula.  I’ve only been able to determine their rate of movement.

CEO Burke says:
:: Relative silence restored to the tubes, Kieran starts to sing softly as he works ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@FCO: Of course Commander   :: Follows silently making no noise as he walks ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Reaches the level of the Shuttle bay and climbs out of the jefferies tube.  Stands and waits for the Capt. ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@COM: Angel: That is undetermined at this time.

MO Angel says:
:: Calls down to sickbay to set up for the three survivors. ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Comes to the bottom of the ladder ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Reaches the entry point and crawls out of the jefferies tube ::

CTO Turnbull says:
ALL:  No success.   MO:  With respect, Doctor, I'm not sure this is actually possible, but I'll continue to attempt this if you wish.

MO Angel says:
COMM:CO:  Understood.  We will be ready.  I will set up something for the rest of the Away Team as well.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Exits after the FCO ::

CEO Burke says:
:: Singing softly ::   Self: Though I am a minstrel lonely all through the night my true harp shall praise sing only...

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Heads back to the shuttle bay area to meet up with the others ::

MO Angel says:
CTO:  No...it probably is not.  But they are on their way back.  Be prepared for anything.

CTO Turnbull says:
MO:  Is the Captain concerned for security or biohazard, Doctor?

TO Zria says:
ALL:  Perhaps if moved closer to the nebula and then increased power to the deflector array.

MO Angel says:
TO:  Do you have something tracked out we can send them...just in case?

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Arrives in the shuttlebay still walking more quietly than a cat ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Proceeds with the Counselor towards the shuttlebay ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Enters the shuttle bay and looks around for the others ::

MO Angel says:
CTO:  I am not sure, but sounds like it.  So we will need something set up for their return.  I believe they are in environmental suits, but even those are not guaranteed.

CTO Turnbull says:
TO:  Let's make sure we're secure with the away team coming aboard first.  Secure the shuttle bay where they will be landing and have a fully armed team stationed there.

MO Angel says:
:: Looks at the TO ::   TO:  I am leery about moving us closer.  Are you picking up the anomalies outside of it?

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Enters the shuttlebay and hands Panthera the downloaded Captain's logs ::   FCO: Commander, take the CMO's shuttle and return with her and the survivors to the Paula Greene.   All: The rest of us will use the remaining two shuttles in an attempt to tow the Discovery out of the nebula.

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Nods ::   CO: Aye sir.   :: Takes the downloaded Captain's logs and places them with the engineering ones...heads to the CMO's shuttle ::

CTO Turnbull says:
MO:  Biohazard protocol would be advisable...let's beam them off the shuttles when they come in directly to the quarantine area until they can be checked over and cleared.

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Heads for the shuttle she arrived on and enters ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CMO: Are you ready to go home?   :: Secures the hatch door and heads for the front of the shuttle ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Sees the others arrival and notices the FCO moving towards her shuttle ::

TO Zria says:
CTO:  Aye, sir.  I'll get right on it 

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Heads towards the shuttle with the Counselor while tr'Raedheol and Amendoeira return to the remaining one ::

CMO Biishe says:
@FCO:  I think so...I am worried about our guests.  They are not responding.

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Enters the remaining shuttle ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Begins the startup sequences waiting for the Capt. ::

MO Angel says:
CTO:  Sounds good to me.

CEO Burke says:
:: As he finishes the song, he finishes the repair and decides its time to head back now to the hustle and bustle of his office ::

FCO Panthera says:
@CMO: Well we are going to make the best possible speed back to the Paula Greene.   :: Goes through the preflight check before firing up the engines ::

Host CO Jarvel says:
@:: Takes his seat at the operations console and removes his environmental suit as the hatch is sealed ::

TO Zria says:
:: Contacts a security team to have them armed and ready in the shuttle bay awaiting the return of the away team ::

MO Angel says:
CTO:  There will be a separate unit set up in sickbay.  Beam the CMO and her three patients straight there.

CNS Lorehani says:
@CO:  Engaging thrusters...   :: Angles the shuttle at the shuttle bay doors. ::

CMO Biishe says:
@:: Takes her seat ::   FCO:  Did you discover anything more aboard the ship?  Something is missing here.

CTO Turnbull says:
MO:  We should contact them and let them know of our intentions so no one is surprised to find themselves in a decontamination facility.

TO Zria says:
:: Accesses shuttlebay controls and secures that area as the security detail moves into position ::

MO Angel says:
:: Nods ::

FCO Panthera says:
@:: Pulls the helmet of the environmental suit off and opens up the front of the suit...watches the other shuttles lift off then starts moving this one out ::
CMO: What is missing is all the power on the ship.   :: Moves the shuttle out of the bay and sets a course back for the Paula Greene ::

CSO tr’Raedheol says:
@:: Sees Amendoeira wishes to pilot so takes a seat at the co-pilot's seat ::

CNS Lorehani says:
@:: Moves the shuttle to outside the ship.  Holds position while waiting for the others. ::

CEO Burke says:
:: As he nears main engineering, the echoing din from the busy teams begins to invade the tubes, he sighs and starts down the ladder ::

MO Angel says:
COMM: AT:  We are setting up biohazard protocol.  You will be beamed from the shuttle, directly to quarantine where you will be checked and cleared.  If there is a problem with this, speak now.

FCO Panthera says:
@COM: CSO: There is a file labeled Panthera One please send it to me.

CMO Biishe says:
@FCO:  All the power was gone?  Hmmm...that might explain how they ended up in the nebula then.

Host CO Jarvel says:
@COM: PG: Commander Panthera and Doctor Biishe are returning now. The rest of us will attempt to tow the Discovery from the nebula.

MO Angel says:
COMM: CO:  Acknowledged.

MO Angel says:
CTO:  Looks like we need to be prepared for another ship as well.

Host Dr Barron says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

